
Bam! Speed Of A Gun



Problem 

• How will the Caliber of bullet affect the Speed the gun shoots? 



Variables 

• Independent Variable Caliber of bullet

• Dependent Variable The speed the bullet shoots at

• Control Variables 
• What gun is used

• Kind of bullet (other than caliber)

• Muzzle on the gun or not

• environment

• Direction the wind is blowing



Research 

• Sighting in a gun helps improve accuracy, and comfortability for the shooter 

when shooting at long distances. 

• If there is no wind resistance then  a bullet will not accelerate. 

• If a gun produces misfires or hang fires, check the ammunition. 

• If the ammunition is odd or deteriorated stop using those bullets and see if 

the problem continues.



5 Vocab words you need to know

1. Misfire: to have the explosive or propulsive fail to ignite at the proper 

time

2. Penetration: The depth to which something penetrates

3. Projectile: A self-propelling weapon( such as a rocket)

4. Rifle: A shouldered weapon with a rifled bore

5. Bullet: A round or elongated missile( as of lead) to be fired from a firearm

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/penetrates


Hypothesis

Hypothesis

• If I shoot multiple bullets/ 

rifles

• Then the larger caliber of the 

bullet will travel slower

• Because of the mass of the 

bullet.



Materials 

• Multiple rifles to test the different kinds of rifles

• Assorted bullets for testing

• Chronograph to measure the exit speed of the bullet

• Targets for something to aim at

• Table to shoot from

• Safety goggles



Procedure

1. Shoot multiple of the same bullet in the same rifle 

2. find out all exit speeds of the bullets using a chronograph

3. change bullets or rifle and repeat the steps 



Data Collection Table 

type of gun used trial 1(feet per second) Trial 2( feet per second)

7 mm-08 2,758 2,733

300 wsm 3,267 3,212

7 mm rem mag 3,058 3,047



Data Analysis

• I wanted to see if rifle would shoot the same speed every time

• Our procedure was to shoot the same rifle with the same bullets, and we would use 
a chronograph to calculate the fps (feet per second) that the bullet travelled.

• Our results stayed within 100 fps of the first shot. All shots were within 2 to 3 
thousand fps.

• The exact results for each shot were: 2,758, 2,733, 3,267, 3,212, 3,058, 3,047.

• Trend: Stayed within 100 FPS of the first shot with every rifle



Critique and Redesign 

This is where you should include pictures

This will be more than 1 slide

Prototype A 

• Strengths

• Weaknesses

• Improvements

Prototype B 

• Strengths

• Weaknesses

• Improvements





Conclusion

• My hypothesis was rejected because the bullets all shot at a different fps

• My hypothesis was rejected because all the bullets shot at a different fps

• All rifles shot at a different speed

• The experiment could have gone wrong by using different bullets in the same 

gun but is fixed by using the same bullets



Application 

• This project could affect the gun community by showing how fast a certain 

gun shoots with certain bullets to get them an edge in speed shooting or 

hunting.

• I would use more guns and more bullets to extend the project to see how far 

we could take it
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